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A. limits toner used during duplex jobs
B. increases print speed and reduces paper count
C. inserts a blank page at the end of odd-numbered duplex jobs so the final page of the job faces up
D. decreases print speed, but reduces paper count

Answer: B

QUESTION: 27
Each HP Color LaserJet 4700 print cartridge is shipped with a toner dam. What is the purpose of
the toner dam?

A. protects the photo sensitive drum
B. collects excess toner during the first 100 jobs sent through the printing device
C. keeps toner from leaking during shipping
D. acts as a fusible link

Answer: C

QUESTION: 28
You are replacing the main drive assembly. What alignments of the gears are required to avoid
print quality problems? Select THREE.

A. The front and back gears of the cartridge lower and upper guide units.
B. The developing clutch gears must be aligned with the arrow on the metal sheet.
C. The developing clutch gears must be aligned with the developing alienation gears.
D. The four positioning marks on the developing alienation gears with the corresponding marks on
the metal sheet.

Answer: B, C, D

QUESTION: 29
What do you do before removing or replacing the duplexer?

A. put the printing device into Service Mode through the control panel
B. power off and unplug the printing device
C. power cycle the printing device
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D. remove all covers and ground the device

Answer: B

QUESTION: 30
What needs to be done before a newly installed paper feed assembly will work?

A. Remove the media sensor value sticker from the new paper feed assembly.
B. Remove the media sensor value sticker from the old paper feed assembly and apply it to the
newly installed paper feed assembly.
C. Use the printing device control panel Service menu to input the serial number of the new paper
feed assembly.
D. Use the printing device control panel Service menu to input the media sensor value from the
sticker on the new paper feed assembly.

Answer: D
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